
PENDLE 
Heritage Centre

Lancashire’s Hidden Gem

About us
Our complex of four historic, Listed 
buildings are centred on a farmhouse 
in Barrowford known as Park Hill. The 
earliest surviving building on our site 
dates back to the late 16th century and 
you can learn about its evolution in our 
Museum.

In 1977, these buildings were spared 
demolition and our Heritage Centre was 
formed – the second in the country.

Please help us to continue to preserve 
our buildings and historic gardens and 
woodland – your legacy could prove vital 
to us in the years ahead.

Your help might help us preserve other 
buildings too. The Cruck Frame Barn was 
not part of the original Pendle Heritage 
Centre site. When it was threatened with 
demolition in Burnley, we rescued it and 
rebuilt it in our woodland, providing an 
example of early building technology.

Even though we have branched out into 
commercial activities to help us meet our 
costs, our numerous volunteers, Friends 
and trustees struggle financially to 
deliver our heritage vision, as laid down 
by our founders.

The Pendle Heritage Centre Trust is a 
charity and receives no local or national 
Government support.

With over 100,000 visitors per year and 
25 full and part-time staff, the Pendle 
Heritage Centre is deeply appreciated by 
many, right across the region. A gift to us 
will make a real difference.

Our founders wrote: “A heritage 
education centre is not a place where we 
preserve a dead heritage; it is a place 
where we transmit a living heritage.”

Charity Registration number: 1165835

Open daily except  
Christmas Day & Boxing Day

Summer: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Winter: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

www.pendleheritagecentre.co.uk
01282 677150 • info@pendleheritagecentre.co.uk

Remembering  
Pendle Heritage Centre 

in Your Will



If you enjoy the Pendle Heritage Centre, 
or perhaps have happy memories of 
important occasions in your life hosted 
by us, please consider leaving us just 1% 
of your Estate.

Alternatively, you may wish to leave a 
pecuniary legacy, a cash gift, however 
large or small. Orou may wish to leave 
us a specific item that can be sold to raise 
money for the charity. Whichever way 
you wish to proceed, it will be greatly 
appreciated by all. We will make your 
bequest go a long way, so that the next 
generation can continue to enjoy our 
local heritage in beautiful surroundings.

Any gifts that are left to charities, such as 
ourselves, are exempt from inheritance 
tax. Leaving a legacy to the Pendle 
Heritage Centre is a generous thing to 
do, but it is also making use of a great 
tax planning tool. You may even want to 
leave more of your estate to us and other 
charities. If you leave 10% or more of 
your net estate to charity, the inheritance 
tax charged to your remaining estate is 
reduced from 40% to 36%.

Why Making a Will is Important?
Dying intestate (without a Will) can 
cause so many complications for those 
you leave behind.

Getting a professionally drafted Will is 
usually at the back of people’s minds 
or stuck firmly at the bottom of the ‘life 
admin pile’.

In order to help you tackle this vital task, 
we are making an amazing offer of a 
free, simple Will, as long as you leave 
a qualifying gift to us or make a good 
donation. We are hoping this incredible 
offer will be just the spur you need to 
move making a Will to the top of your 
“life admin pile”. Who will Write Your Will?

Your free Will that includes a bequest 
to the Pendle Heritage Centre or a 
donation, will be professionally drafted 
by a solicitor almost a decade post 
qualified and who is a STEP (Society of 
Trust and Estate Practitioners) Associate 
holding the STEP advanced certificate in 
Will Preparation. She is a local solicitor 
serving both Burnley and Pendle and 
beyond who has a friendly, flexible and 
practical approach that makes making a 
Will simple and easy from the comfort of 
your own home.

You can request a free appointment, 
either in person, or via digital technology 
such as Facetime, Messenger or other 
platforms,


